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Quotes
Knowing and doing are at the core of  every examined life, 

but putting the two together is the most difficult challenge we face. 
- Steve Garber, “Visions of  Vocation”

Disciples of  Jesus are people who do not just profess certain views as their own 
but apply their growing understanding of  life in the Kingdom of  Heaven 

to every aspect of  their life on earth.
Becoming a disciple is a matter of  giving up your life as you have understood it to that point.  

Without that giving up, you will still think you are in charge 
and just in need of  a little help from Jesus for your project of  a successful life.

- Dallas Willard, “Renovation of  the Heart”

…true learning is learning to pay attention, seeing things as they really are. 
- Steve Garber, “Visions of  Vocation”

By serious reading and reflection, by practicing the spiritual exercises and by entering into community, 
we create the condition in which the Spirit can transform our character.

- James Bryan Smith, “Good and Beautiful Life”

The examen of  consciousness involves taking a few moments at the end of  each day 
to go back over the events of  the day and invite God to show us where he was present with us 

and how we responded to his presence
- Ruth Haley Barton, “Sacred Rhythms”

1. Think why I am acting as I am in my sin nature
2. Rejoice in order to repent

3. Look at Jesus when I yearn for something else
4. Embrace Christian community

- Tim Keller
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Rejoicing and repentance must go together. 

Repentance without rejoicing will lead to despair.  
Rejoicing without repentance is shallow 

and will only provide passing inspiration instead of  deep change.
- Tim Keller, “Counterfeit Gods”

No special talents, personal skills, educational programs, money, or possessions are required….  
We do not have to purify and enforce some legalistic system. Just ordinary people who are his apprentices, 
gathered in the name of  Jesus and immersed in his presence, and taking steps of  inward transformation 

as they put on the character of  Christ: that is all that is required.
- Dallas Willard, “Renovation of  the Heart”

The renovation of  the heart, putting on the character of  Christ, is the unfailing key. 
It will provide for human life all the blessing that money, talent, education, and good fortune 

in this world cannot begin to supply, and will strongly anticipate, with this present life, 
a glorious entry in the full presence of  God.

- Dallas Willard, “Renovation of  the Heart”

…and now knowing what we know, we are responsible, for love’s sake, f
or the people and places that are ours if  we have eyes to see.

- Steve Garber, “Visions of  Vocation”
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Table Discussion
Rejoicing and repentance must go together. Repentance without rejoicing will lead to despair. Rejoicing 
without repentance is shallow and will only provide passing inspiration instead of  deep change.

Indeed, it is when we rejoice over Jesus’s sacrificial love for us most fully that, paradoxically, we are most 
truly convicted of  our sin. When we repent out of  fear of  consequences, we are not really sorry for the sin, 
but for ourselves.

Fear-based repentance (‘I’d better change or God will get me’) is really self-pity. In fear-based repentance, 
we don’t learn to hate the sin for itself, and it doesn’t lose its attractive power. We learn only to refrain 
from it for our own sake.

But when we rejoice over God’s sacrificial, suffering love for us– seeing what it cost Him to save us from 
sin– we learn to hate the sin for what it is. We see what the sin cost God.

What most assures us of  God’s unconditional love (Jesus’s costly death) is what most convicts us of  the 
evil of  sin. Fear-based repentance makes us hate ourselves. Joy-based repentance makes us hate the sin.

– Timothy J. Keller, Counterfeit Gods (New York: Dutton, 2009), 172.

In light of the above, and as I listened to Shauna’s story…

What did I hear?

What did it mean?

What are some possible implications (or outcomes) of  applying “joy-based repentance” 
in your own walk with the Lord?  


